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'We are aware of some people planning to protest at the event.

'This has been factored into our plans. We respect the right to peaceful protest and expression of views, but
criminal behaviour and disorder will not be tolerated and will be dealt with robustly.'

An Aintree Racecourse spokesperson said: 'We respect the right to peaceful protest, but sincerely hope that
Animal Rising reflects on whether their proposed actions are legitimate and responsible.

'Their actions could endanger the horses they purport to protect, as well as jockeys, officials and themselves.'

The British Horseracing Authority said: 'While we respect the rights of anyone to protest safely and legally, we
condemn any action which is illegal, especially if it puts at risk the safety of horses, jockeys, officials or fans.'

Two horses have now died at this year's three-day Grand National Festival.

Activists outside the gates ahead of day three of the Randox Grand National Festival at Aintree Racecourse
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Share or comment on this article: Militant animal rights activists storm the Grand National: 118 'Animal Rising' protesters
arrested

A protestor holds a sign saying 'love animals' in front of police outside the racecourse 

Animal welfare charity the League Against Cruel Sports has described the death toll at the Randox Grand National
Festival as 'bleak'.

Emma Judd, head of campaigns and communications at the League Against Cruel Sports, said: 'The tragic death
of Dark Raven at the Randox Grand National Festival - the second death in only three days - shows entertainment
and gambling taking precedence over animal welfare and the lives of these horses.

'It's time for change and for the introduction of tighter safety measures at Aintree and at racecourses across the
UK.'

The death toll at the Aintree Festival has now reached 61 horses since the year 2000, with 15 deaths in the Grand
National.

Envoye Special, ridden by James King, fell in the Foxhunters' Chase just after 4pm on Thursday. 

Four horses died at the 2022 Aintree Festival, with two horses being destroyed after the Grand National.
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Animal Rising strike again: Police
arrest protesters as they flood Scottish
Grand National course in failed bid to
delay race saying they are acting to
'protect animals' and vow more demos
in future

Animal Rising protesters invaded Scottish Grand National at Ayr Racecourse
Activists also outside Parliament for Extinction Rebellion climate protest today

By OLIVER PRICE 
PUBLISHED: 16:00, 22 April 2023 | UPDATED: 17:07, 22 April 2023

Animal rights protesters have been arrested by police as they attempted to invade
the race course during the Scottish Grand National today at Ayr Racecourse.

The Animal Rising group have taken responsibility for the incident on social media,
sharing a video of 25 of their supporters storming underneath fencing and running
to different positions around the track.

They attempted to attach themselves to the jumps and gates on the racetrack in an
effort to 'cancel the big race'.
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Police Scotland have confirmed there is a 'significant operation' at Ayr Racecourse to
remove protesters and that a 'number of arrests have been made'. 

Animal Rising said they will 'protect animals' and added that they will vow to more
demos, adding that the protest at the Aintree Grand National last week was 'just the
beginning'.

Animal Rising activists are apprehended by police officers as they attempted to invade the
race course during the Coral Scottish Grand National festival at Ayr Racecourse

The Animal Rising group have taken responsibility for the incident on social media
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Protesters attempted to attach themselves to the jumps and gates on the racetrack an an
effort to 'cancel the big race'
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An Animal Rising protester is apprehended by police after being chained to the fence at Ayr
Racecourse

A protester is held down by a police officer during the Scottish Grand National today

Police attempting to apprehend a Animal Rising protestor at Ayr Racecourse earlier today
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Protesters on the racecourse before the start of the Scottish Grand National today as police
apprehend them
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A Police Scotland spokesperson said: 'Officers are responding to a protest which is
ongoing at Ayr Racecourse this afternoon.

'A significant operation is underway to safely remove those involved.

'A number of arrests have been made and an increased police presence remains at
the scene.'

On social media at just before 4pm, Animal Rising said: '25 supporters of Animal
Rising have made it onto the track at the Scottish Grand National, to put their bodies
in the way of harm, and protect animals.'

The post added: 'They're attempting to attach themselves to jumps and gates in
order to cancel the big race.

'This afternoon 8 year old Oscar Elite died on the very same track. We take action
today with them in our hearts.

'A horse dies every other day in racing in the UK. We are here to protect horses by
saying NO to this barbaric 'sport.'

'There are plenty of other things we can have fun doing on a Saturday afternoon that
don't involve watching animals come to harm.

'Last week at Aintree was just the beginning. The Summer of Animal Rising is upon
us.'

Despite the protest, the race went ahead as planned, with horse Kitty's late taking
the victory.
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Activists attempted to disrupt the Grand National at Aintree by getting onto the racecourse
and fixing themselves to fences and railings, causing the race to be delayed by 15 minutes

A protester being detained as activists tried to disrupt the Grand National by getting into the
racecourse and fixing themselves to fences and railings, causing the race to be delayed by 15
minutes on April 15
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This comes after the Grand National at Aintree was delayed after Animal Rising
protesters stormed the racetrack.

At least two protesters fixed themselves to a jump using glue and lock-on devices. 

Animal Rising supporters have also been spotted at a climate protest outside
Parliament today.
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Thousands of protesters have gathered for their 'The Big One' campaign, organised
by Extinction Rebellion (XR), as part of a four-day campaign designed to 'highlight
the environmental failures' of government.

Animal Rising flags were pictured amongst activists carrying XR flags and posters.

Animal Rising supporters have also been spotted at a climate protest outside Parliament today

Thousands of protesters have gathered for their 'The Big One' campaign, organised by
Extinction Rebellion (XR), as part of a four-day campaign designed to 'highlight the
environmental failures' of government

XR says thousands of people protested outside government departments in London
on Friday 'to highlight the environmental and social failures' of the government.

Today's protest focused on nature and biodiversity, and started from Westminster
Abbey with attendees, many of them children, wearing animal costumes and masks.

'It's an emergency. Everybody needs to pull together so the future generations can
enjoy our beautiful planet,' said 47-year-old Jenny O'Hara Jakeway, who made the six-
hour journey from Wales with her two children.

'I should protest more but my life is work and family. Being passive is not an option
anymore because of the urgency of the situation,' she told AFP.

Many had made banners for the occasion, with one reading: 'We defend the climate
but police arrest us' and another 'Extinction is forever'. Others warned that a third of
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Security staff remove protesters from the track at Doncaster

NEWS POLITICS FOOTBALL

CELEBS TV ROYALS

Animal rights protesters delay racing at Doncaster after getting onto

track

The 7.55pm race at Doncaster was held up while security staff removed three protesters who had sat down

in the middle of the racecourse

By Jon Lees
20:57, 6 May 2023

| | BOOKMARK

Animal rights activists disrupted racing at Doncaster on Saturday after a small group of people got onto

the track to attempt a sit-down protest.

The 7.55 race was delayed when three people were spotted sat down in the middle of the course at the

Yorkshire venue.
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The intruders, dressed in pink T-shirts similar to those worn by protesters at the Grand National, appeared

to be bound together.

They were approached by Doncaster’s security team who dragged them off the course and under the rail,

while another person filmed the incident on a mobile phone.

The race subsequently went ahead without further incident, nine minutes after the official start time.

The meeting was being covered live by Sky Sports Racing when the incident occurred.

Presenter Tony Ennis said: “We can see the protesters, there are three of them. I’m not sure exactly how

they got there. That’s the top turn down the side of the course.

“I can see some of the racecourse staff are out there. I can see them in those easy to spot pink t-shirts. It

looks like it’s Animal Rising again.”

He continued: “They seem to have their hands tied. There is a big bolt cutter there. The security staff are

heading over and they are going to lift them up and try and get them off the track.

“They are using the security officers there to remove the protesters from the racecourse. Obviously they

are trespassing on the racecourse.”
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Animal Rising later posted footage of the protest on Twitter claiming a group of five had "climbed over

fences around the track before entering the course itself."

The race was won by 13-8 favourite Carzola, ridden by Hector Crouch, who said he had found out about

the incident “just before we were about to come out. It’s quite annoying. It’s made me late for getting

home now”.

Animal Rights protestors caused havoc at the Grand National last month ( Image: AFP via Getty Images)

A Doncaster Racecourse spokesman said: "We treat any incursion onto the track with the utmost

seriousness, and are grateful to our security team who were able to remove the individuals in a swift and

efficient manner."
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press3095 May 6 3 min read

Coronation Royal Race Evening
Disrupted At Doncaster: Animal
Rising Occupy Track

At around 19:45, 5 Animal Rising supporters ran onto the Doncaster Racecourse track. They could be 
seen walking down the track holding a large banner reading “Animal Rising, For All Life.”

The individuals involved could be seen wearing pink t-shirts with the words “Animal Rising, For All Life” 
on them. The group claimed the action was to protect horses at the racecourse and also continue a 
national conversation on our broken relationship with other animals and nature that began with The 
Grand National.

This comes weeks after the same group disrupted the Grand National and Scottish Grand National, 
and recently announced their plans to disrupt the Epsom Derby [1].

Earlier today, 14 unprovoked arrests were made at an Animal Rising nonviolence training in London - 
despite the group making multiple public statements it had no plans to disrupt the coronation 
proceedings in Westminster [2]
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Supporters of Animal Rising have disrupted the evening races at Doncaster Racecourse in a bid to stop the 
day’s final race. The group climbed over fences around the track before entering the course itself. This is the 
third time the group has disrupted horse racing this year and the first time at a flat racing event.

Joshua Lane, 25, and Engineer from Derby and one of those on the 
track said:

“The need to address our heartbreaking disconnect from other 
animals and nature has never been more urgent. Horse racing is a 
clear example of how far we are from our ideals as a nation of 
animal lovers. How can it be right to force these beautiful horses 
into doing something purely for our use and entertainment? They 
deserve lives free from exploitation, just as all animals do - whether 
that’s for entertainment or food. 

0:00 / 0:30
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We know this change can’t happen overnight, but we can begin 
right now. That means stopping breeding horses for the racing 
industry and directing funds towards the happy retirement of the 
horses currently used. Combining this with a safe, secure food 
system and mass rewilding would create a British countryside we 
can all take pride in.”

Whilst flat racing results in fewer track deaths for horses, Animal Rising states that this argument avoids the 
bigger issue - the use of animals for human entertainment. Furthermore, in flat racing horses are still subjected 
to the use of the “bit” to control their behaviour. This has been linked to impaired breathing and bone spurs, 
whilst also causing immense pain [3]. The use of whips is also still permitted, despite evidence from a decade-
long study showing that they cause an immense amount of pain to the animals whilst having a little-to-no 
impact on race safety [4]. This year already three horses have died at Doncaster Racecourse [5].

Animal Rising is a social movement to create a new relationship with all beings and give us a chance for a safe 
ecological future. The group primarily calls for the transition to a secure and sustainable plant-based food 
system, alongside a mass rewilding programme.

ENDS.

Word Count: 506

High Quality Pictures and Videos: https://show.pics.io/animal-rebellion-breaking-news- 

All images and videos in this file, on our social media, and website can be used with credit to Animal Rising 

under ‘fair use’ for the purposes of reporting.

For more information or further comments, please contact:

Nathan (Press Back Office): 07466114387

press@animalrising.org

Notes to Editors:

[1] https://www.animalrising.org/post/grand-national-disrupted-animal-rising-occupy-track and 

https://www.animalrising.org/post/scottish-grand-national-disrupted-by-animal-rising and 

https://www.animalrising.org/post/epsom-is-next-animal-rising-declares-intention-to-disrupt-the-derby-festival 

[2] https://www.animalrising.org/post/arrests-made-as-government-crack-down-on-all-protest-and-dissent 

[3] https://horsesport.com/magazine/training/are-bits-bronze-age-technology/ 

[4] https://www.sydney.edu.au/news-opinion/news/2020/11/12/first-conclusive-evidence-horses-hurt-by-whips--

whips-don-t-

aid-.html#:~:text=Yet%20in%20two%20studies%20released,to%20whip%20these%20animals%20at 

[5] https://www.horsedeathwatch.com/#c=48&j=&g=&sd=&ed=&p=1
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KE ACTION FOR ALL LIFE: DISRUPT THE EPSOM DERBY JOIN US ON THE TRACKS

How we achieve change

We follow in the footsteps of other nonviolent social movements who have
brought about lasting change, such as the Civil Rights Movement. We are a love-
based movement, and we believe compassion, kindness, commitment and
taking responsibility are the values that will bring about a safer, fairer world.
 

We focus on creating “actions of the heart” balanced with campaigns that
achieve high levels of media coverage. This is to create a crucial national
conversation about our treatment of animals and the natural world.
 

We have three streams of nonviolent protest actions which will continue
throughout the summer.
  
  

 

1.
 Open animal rescues and farm occupations. Spotlighting the
stories of animals suffering through exploitation. Open rescuers
hand themselves into the police and take accountability for their
actions, because we know we have nothing to hide and are
morally justified in preventing further harm. 
  

 
  

2.
Mass trespass onto animal racing events. As a nation of animal

lovers it is about time we put these cruel, outdated practices
under the spotlight and bring them to an end. There are more fun

ways to spend a weekend than watching animals die, and as a
society we will find ways to love animals without harming them.

GET INVOLVED ABOUT US PRESS DONATE
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3.
Public facing disruptions. This includes supermarket sit-ins,
restaurant sit-ins, roadblocks, and more. All conducted
peacefully and nonviolently. We do these attention-grabbing
actions to help people rethink their connection with other living
beings and the natural world.

Sign up now

If you want to help end the suffering of animals and
speed up the transition to a plant-based food system,

come and join us.

Contact us - info@animalrising.org
Join our mailing list
Privacy policy

Activist Website Design 2023
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AKE ACTION FOR ALL LIFE: DISRUPT THE EPSOM DERBY JOIN US ON THE TRACK

psom For All!

Saturday 03/06

l  in the form to join us on the tracks

ororor
here to join us outside the racecourse

Join us on the tracks of the Epsom Derb

We'll be disrupting the Epsom Derby to continue the conversation we started at

Grand National. 

Be one of those to make history and achieve meaningful change for all life.

Name *

Pronouns

- Choose -

Phone *

Email *

Region *

- Choose -

Country 

I have attended a nonviolence training  *

Yes

Not yet

NEXT ARROW_FORWARD

FOR ALL LIFE: ANIMALS AND NATURE

GET INVOLVED ABOUT US PRESS DONATE
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Why should I get involved?

We love animals. But as a society we’ve lost our connection with
them, as we continue to breed and kill billions of other beings each
year for ‘food’ or ‘fun’.

This cruel suffering is at the heart of our climate and ecological
emergencies. Animal farming and fishing threatens our collective
future, destroying our land, our forests, and our oceans. The
exploitation of animals is directly responsible for global heating,
extreme weather events, food insecurity, and the mass loss of
wildlife and nature.

Unless we find a way to repair this broken relationship, we cannot fix
either the climate or nature emergencies. 

The Challenge

If we act now, we can have a liveable future not just for us but
 for all life.

 

The Solution

GET INVOLVED ABOUT US PRESS DONATE
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A safe, secure and sustainable plant-based food system will deliver
the changes we urgently need. We can repair our broken

relationship with animals and support farmers to transition into this
safer, sustainable food system. 

 
The science is clear: more than 70% of farmland can be freed up

and rewilded to allow nature to recover, whilst still providing enough
nutritious food for our growing population. It makes our rivers and

seas cleaner, our air easier to breathe. Wild animals, bees and
butterflies will return and flourish as animal farming and fishing

comes to an end. 

Act on what your heart is telling you. Together we can heal our
relationship with other beings and create a safer, better future for all

life.

Your Donation Counts!

We’re asking people to donate 1 hour’s wage every month to
support our work for animals, allowing us to rescue more
animals, take high profile actions, and create a national

conversation in the media.

DONATE NOW

Join our mailing list!
Help us create a kinder world for all life.

Keep up to date with the latest news, updates and events from Animal Rising

Email

First Name

GET INVOLVED ABOUT US PRESS DONATE
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You can unsubscribe anytime. For more details, review our Privacy Policy.

Last name

Region

-

Phone number

I give my consent to Animal Rising to contact me via email using the information I have provi

this form.

Contact us - info@animalrising.org
Join our mailing list
Privacy policy

Activist Website Design 2023
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First Affidavit of N Truesdale 

Sworn before: Edward Gardiner 
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Case No. BL-2023-000713 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE 

THE BUSINESS AND PROPERTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES 

CHANCERY DIVISION 

BETWEEN: 

JOCKEY CLUB RACECOURSES LIMITED 

Claimant / Applicant 

-and- 

(1) DANIEL FRANK PETER KIDBY 

(2) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING THE AREA DESCRIBED BELOW AS THE 

“RACE TRACK” ON THE DAY OF A “RACING FIXTURE”, EXCEPT AT “CROSSING 

POINTS” WITH “AUTHORISATION”, AS DESCRIBED BELOW 

(3) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING AND/OR REMAINING ON ANY “CROSSING 

POINTS” WITHOUT “AUTHORISATION” ON THE DAY OF A “RACING FIXTURE”, 

AS DESCRIBED BELOW 

(4) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING THE AREA DESCRIBED BELOW AS THE 

“PARADE RING” WITHOUT “AUTHORISATION” ON THE DAY OF A “RACING 

FIXTURE”, AS DESCRIBED BELOW 

(5) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING AND/OR REMAINING ON ANY PART OF THE 

AREAS DESCRIBED BELOW AS THE “HORSES’ ROUTE TO THE PARADE RING” 

AND/OR THE “HORSES’ ROUTE TO THE RACE TRACK” WITHOUT 

“AUTHORISATION” ON THE DAY OF A “RACING FIXTURE”, AS DESCRIBED 

BELOW 

(6) PERSONS UNKNOWN INTENTIONALLY OBSTRUCTING THE “HORSE RACES”, 

AS DESCRIBED BELOW 

(7) PERSONS UNKNOWN INTENTIONALLY CAUSING ANY OBJECT TO ENTER ONTO 

AND/OR REMAIN ON THE “RACE TRACK” WITHOUT “AUTHORISATION” ON THE 

DAY OF A “RACING FIXTURE”, AS DESCRIBED BELOW 

(8) PERSONS UNKNOWN INTENTIONALLY ENDANGERING ANY PERSON AT THE 

LOCATION DESCRIBED BELOW AS THE “EPSOM RACECOURSE” ON THE DAY 

OF A “RACING FIXTURE”, AS DESCRIBED BELOW 

First to Eighth Defendants 

(9) MR BEN NEWMAN 

Ninth Defendant / Respondent 
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___________________________________________________ 

FIRST AFFIDAVIT OF NEVIN TRUESDALE 

___________________________________________________ 

I, NEVIN TRUESDALE, Group Chief Executive Officer of The Jockey Club (Company Number 

RC000287, 21-27 Lambs Conduit Street, London, England, WC1N 3NL), the ultimate parent 

company of Jockey Club Racecourses Limited (Company Number 02909409, 21-27 Lambs 

Conduit Street, London, England, WC1N 3NL) (the latter being the “Applicant”), STATE ON 

OATH as follows: 

1. I am employed as the Group Chief Executive Officer of The Jockey Club, the owner 

and parent company of the Applicant. I have held this position since the end of August 

2020.  

2. I am duly authorised by the Applicant to make this affidavit on its behalf and in support 

of its application for contempt of court proceedings against Mr Ben Newman1 who is 

the proposed ninth defendant (the “Respondent”) for breaching the Order of Sir 

Anthony Mann of 26 May 2023 (the “Order”) (pages 5-20 of NT2 (defined in 

paragraph 4 below)). 

3. Unless stated otherwise, the facts and matters set out in this affidavit are within my 

knowledge and are true. Where any facts or matters are not within my own 

knowledge, the source of the information is identified, and those facts and matters are 

true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

4. There is now shown to me marked exhibit "NT2" a bundle of true copy documents to 

which I refer in the course of this affidavit. Save where stated otherwise, references 

below to page numbers are to the pages of exhibit "NT2”. 

5. There is now also shown to me: 

5.1 A copy of the bundle used at the hearing of the Applicant’s application dated 22 May 

2023 (the “Injunction Application”) for an Order prohibiting 1 named defendant and 8 

unnamed defendants (persons unknown) from entering, or causing objects to enter, 

various areas of the Epsom Racecourse and from intentionally endangering any 

1 Surrey Police have confirmed Mr Newman resides at 5 Wintergreen Court, Homerton High Street, Hackney, London, 
E9 6FU. 
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person at the Epsom Racecourse. References to pages within the Injunction 

Application bundle are marked in the following format: “IA page x”. 

5.2 A copy of the Applicant’s authorities bundle used at the Injunction Application. 

6. For completeness, I enclose the Applicant’s skeleton argument for the Injunction 

Application at pages 21-36 of NT2. 

7. Unless otherwise stated I adopt the definitions in the Order, thereafter in my first 

Witness Statement dated 22 May 2023. 

Background 

8. The background to this matter has been set out extensively in the first witness 

statements of: 

8.1 myself (IA pages 30-162); 

8.2 Amy Starkey, Managing Director of the Applicant (IA pages 163-187); 

8.3 Dickon White, Aintree and North-West Regional Director for the Applicant (IA pages 

188-221);  

8.4 Simon Knapp, Senior Veterinary Surgeon for London Region Races at the Applicant 

(IA pages 222-226); and  

8.5 Julian Diaz-Rainey of the Applicant’s solicitor (IA pages 227-252). 

9. In summary, the Applicant owns Epsom Racecourse, which hosts the Epsom Derby 

Festival, a horse-racing festival set across 2 days each year including the prestigious 

race the Epsom Derby on the Saturday. In response to a threat from the group Animal 

Rising to disrupt the Derby Festival, as it had done at the Grand National, the 

Applicant issued proceedings against the First to Eighth Defendants, applying 

concurrently for an interim order to prohibit the Derby Festival from being disrupted. 

The Order 

10. The Injunction Application was successful and resulted in the provision of the Order.  

11. The Order (as is set out in its terms) ordered that the First Defendant as named, plus 

certain categories of ‘persons unknown’ defendants (the “Persons Unknown 
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Defendants”) listed on the Order, were prohibited from acts listed at paragraph 2 of 

the Order. 

12. As I explain further below, the Respondent fell within the definitions of both the 

Second and Sixth Defendants being, respectively: 

12.1 “Persons unknown entering the area described below as the “Race Track” on the day 

of a “Racing Fixture” except at “Crossing Points” and with “Authorisation”, as 

described below; and  

12.2 Persons unknown intentionally obstructing the “Horse Races”, as described below”.  

13. As I explain further below, for the purposes of this application, the relevant prohibited 

acts within paragraph 2 of the Order are at sub-paragraphs 1 and 6 which are: 

13.1 “(1) Enter the Race Track, except at authorised Crossing Points; and

13.2 (6) Intentionally obstruct the Horse Races.

14. Per paragraph 1 of the Order, the following are the relevant definitions for the 

purposes of interpreting the Order in relation to this application: 

14.1 The “Race Track” means the area between the crowd barriers on either side of the 

stretch of land marked with a yellow dotted line, starting at point (C) and ending at 

point (D) on the Plan. 

14.2 “Racing Fixture” means an Authorised Meeting within the meaning of s. 14 of the Act, 

being a race meeting held on up to 16 days in any one year at the Epsom 

Racecourse, including Oaks Day and Derby Day. 

14.3 The “Crossing Points” mean the 10 points at which members of the public may cross 

from one side of the Race Track to another with Authorisation, marked in blue on the 

Plan. 

14.4 “Authorisation” means authorisation given to any member of the public to be in a 

particular area at the Epsom Racecourse at a particular time, whether by a steward, 

police officer, and/or any agent of Jockey Club Racecourses Limited. 

14.5 “Horse Races” means any and all horse races taking place on the day of a Racing 

Fixture. 
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14.6 “Epsom Racecourses” means the area where the Claimant holds Racing Fixtures, 

within the red line marked on the Plan. 

14.7 The “Plan” means the aerial photographs of the Epsom Racecourse and the markings 

thereupon, appended to the Order. 

15. The Order contained a penal notice as follows: 

IF YOU THE WITHIN NAMED DEFENDANTS OR ANY OF YOU DISOBEY THIS 
ORDER OR INSTRUCT OR ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO BREACH THIS ORDER 
YOU MAY BE HELD TO BE IN CONTEMPT OF COURT AND MAY BE 
IMPRISONED, FINED, [OR] HAVE YOUR ASSETS SEIZED 

ANY OTHER PERSON WHO KNOWS OF THIS ORDER AND DOES ANYTHING 
WHICH HELPS OR PERMITS THE DEFENDANTS TO BREACH THE TERMS OF 
THIS ORDER MAY ALSO BE HELD IN CONTEMPT OF COURT AND MAY BE 
IMPRISONED, FINED OR HAVE THEIR ASSETS SEIZED 

Service of the Claim Documents and Order 

16. Paragraph 3 of the Order sets out the steps that the Claimant had to undertake to 

effect service of the Claim Documents on the Persons Unknown Defendants. For ease 

of reference these steps were:  

16.1 Posting digital copies of the Claim Documents on its website and Facebook page;  

16.2 Affixing sealed copies of the Claim Documents in transparent containers in at least 2 
conspicuous locations at public entrances to the Epsom Racecourse; and  

16.3 Providing digital copies to the organisation Animal Rising by email.  

Posting a digital copy of the Claim Documents on its website and Facebook page 

17. On 22 May 2023 at 16:10 the Applicant posted the Claim Documents to both the 
website relating to Epsom Downs (i.e., www.thejockeyclub.co.uk/epsom) and its own 
website (i.e., www.thejockeyclub.co.uk). I enclose at pages 37-41 of NT2 screenshots 
of both websites along with a screenshot of the displayed Claim Documents at page 
41 of NT2. 

Affixing sealed copies of the Claim Documents in transparent containers in at least 2 
conspicuous locations at public entrances to the Epsom Racecourse 

18. Enclosed at pages 42-47 of NT2 are six photographs with details of their metadata 
taken between 15:48 and 16:04 on 22 May 2023. They show two envelopes contained 
the Claim Documents at each of the two public entrances to the Epsom Downs 
Racecourse. This information has been provided to me by Simon Durrant, the General 
Manager of Kempton Park Racecourse.  

Providing digital copies to the organisation Animal Rising by email  
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19. On 22 May 2023 at 15:50, the Applicant’s solicitors emailed a digital copy of the Claim 
Documents to the First Defendant, who is the Co-Founder of Animal Rising. I enclose 
this email at page 48 of NT2, as well as confirmation that the First Respondent 
downloaded the documents attached to the aforementioned email at 17:24 on 22 May 
2023 at page 49 of NT2. 

20. Paragraph 4 of the Order confirmed that the Order would be served personally by the 

Claimant on the First Defendant. My understanding is that this was done by Stephen 

Williams a service agent (process server) in the employ of Conflicts International 

Limited on the instruction of the Applicant. I refer the court to enclosure 9 of NT2 at 

pages 50-51 being the witness statement of Mr Williams confirming that personal 

service of the Order on the First Defendant was achieved on 30 May 2023 at 5:16pm. 

21. Paragraph 5 of the Order sets out the steps that the Claimant had to undertake to 

effect good service of the Order on the Persons Unknown Defendants where personal 

service was dispensed with. For ease of reference these steps were: 

21.1 Posting the Order at 50-metre intervals along the part of the perimeter of the Race 

Track marked with an orange line on the Plan; 

21.2 Posting a digital copy of the Order on its website and Facebook page; and 

21.3 Providing digital copies to the organisation Animal Rising by email. 

Posting the Order at 50-metre intervals along that part of the perimeter of the Race Track 

marked with an orange line on the Plan 

22. Between 10am and 1pm on Sunday 28 May 2023 copies of the Order were displayed 

at 50 metre intervals around the perimeter of the Race Track per the orange line on 

the Plan attached to the Order. This was confirmed to me by Simon Durrant, who is 

the General Manager of Kempton Racecourse and who was in charge of the operation 

to display the Order. Enclosure 10 of NT2 at pages 52-105 shows a series of images 

showing the locations of the copies of the Order, including as attached to the front 

gate. Mr Durrant also confirmed that the locations would be periodically checked in the 

lead up to the Derby Festival. 

23. Mr Durrant has confirmed to me that the locations of the displayed Order were 

checked periodically throughout the week leading up to the Derby Festival and on 

each of the two days (Friday 2nd and Saturday 3rd June). He has confirmed that on 

the occasion of each check, the displayed copies of the Order remained in place.  

Posting a digital copy of the Order on its website and Facebook page 
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24. On 28 May 2023 the Applicant posted the Order to both its own website (i.e., 

www.thejockeyclub.co.uk) at 11:20am and the website relating to Epsom (i.e., 

www.thejockeyclub.co.uk/epsom) at 11:21am. I enclose at pages 106-118 of NT2 

screenshots of both websites along with a screenshot of the displayed Order. 

25. On 28 May 2023 at 11:45am the Applicant posted confirmation that it had obtained the 

Order on its official Facebook page together with links to the relevant news page of 

the Applicant’s website and the webpage containing the Order. I enclose at page 119 

of NT2 a screenshot of the Facebook post. 

26. Although not directed to by the Court, the Applicant also posted confirmation of the 

Order on its Twitter account, with links to its website, on 26 May 2023 at 4:09pm. I 

enclose at page 120 of NT2 a screenshot of the relevant twitter post. 

Providing digital copies to the organisation Animal Rising by email. 

27. On 28 May 2023 at 13:14 the Applicant’s solicitors emailed a digital copy of the Order 

to the First Defendant, who is the Co-Founder of Animal Rising, requesting that he 

bring it to the attention of all members of Animal Rising. I enclose this email at pages 

121-126 of NT2, including the full email chain for context and completeness.  

Wide-spread publication of the Order 

28. The terms of the Order notwithstanding, the fact of the Applicant securing the Order 

received widespread press attention. I enclose at pages of NT2 articles from the BBC, 

the Guardian, Sky Sports, the Telegraph, the Express and the Daily Mail.  

The Respondent’s radio interview 

29. The Respondent told BBC Radio Surrey on 2 June 2023 that, in spite of the Order, 

individuals were planning to go onto the track the next day and obstruct the race, as 

he went on to do. I attach a transcript of the interview at pages 164-165 of NT2 and an 

audio file, Recording 1 of NT3 (defined in paragraph 41.1 below) (e-filed and enclosed 

on USB with the hard copies for service). This shows that the Respondent had actual 

knowledge of the Order prior to the Derby Festival. 

The Derby Festival  

30. The Derby Festival took place on Friday 2 and Saturday 3 June 2023. It was 

broadcast live on ITV and received mainstream and sports media press attention and 
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much social media commentary. It was one of the leading sports stories all weekend, 

particularly because of the Order, Animal Rights’ threats, and it being Frankie Dettori’s 

final races at the Derby Festival. 

31. It was publicised that there were a number of arrests prior to the 2023 Derby on 3 

June 2023. See for example the article from the Irish Times at pages 166-171 of NT2. 

32. Per paragraph 58 of my first witness statement (IA page 58) the Applicant had in force 

additional security measures for the Derby Festival. Surrey Police also had a 

significantly increased presence at the Derby Festival and a significant operation prior 

to it. 

33. There has been widespread publication of the Respondent entering the Race Track, 

which I address in further detail below. 

The Respondent 

The Respondent’s disruption of the Grand National at Aintree 

34. I enclose at pages 172-175 of NT2 an article from the Daily Mirror dated 11 April 2023 

entitled ‘Grand National 2023: ‘Animal Rising’ plead for people to join protest amid 

plan to sabotage race.’ It includes a quote attributed to the Respondent, who is 

described as an ‘Animal Rising spokesman’, that amongst other things states “We're 

inviting everyone to come down at 9:30am on the 15th to Aintree racecourse and hope 

to stop the race…Come on down if you'd like to know more. Protest is a fairly common 

thing in a democracy and there's nothing new about it. We’ll be using our bodies and 

that's all there is to it really.” 

35. I enclose at pages 176-178 of NT2 a copy of the witness statement of Mr Lewys H 

Salisbury, the Police Constable, who apprehended the Respondent on 15 April 2023, 

the day of the Grand National.   

36. Mr Salisbury confirms that, “at around 16:45 hours large numbers of people were 

sighted in the woods near jump 8 and 7. I sighted multiple people wearing pink t shirts 

and holding extendable ladders, attempting to scale the outer and inner fences of the 

racecourse”. Further he states that “these people were attempting entry to the 

racecourse to conduct a protest in order the disrupt or delay the Grand National 

Race”.    
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37. In describing the disrupting and dangerous actions of the Respondent, Mr Salisbury 

states he “sighted a male wearing a pink t shirt scale the green inner fence at 

incredible speed……… I crossed the race track towards him and as he negotiated the 

top of the fence, he rips the front of his t shirt, lands on the floor and runs away from 

me to my left, towards jump 8 ''CANAL TURN”…… I continued to chase the male and 

I saw him reach into his pocket and pour something into his hands and he dropped a 

white lid in the process. I believed that he had super glue and was going to attempt to 

glue himself onto or around the CANAL TURN jump”, see page 177 of NT2.   Shortly 

after the Respondent was apprehended by Mr Salisbury, the Respondent was 

cautioned and arrested.  

38. Merseyside Police have confirmed in an email to the Claimant’s solicitor that Mr 

Newman had police bail conditions put upon him, which were to not enter Merseyside, 

nor attend any National sporting events and not to contact co-accused.2

The Respondent’s disruption elsewhere 

39. I enclose at pages 179-181 of NT2 an article from Farmers Weekly that indicates the 

Respondent was charged with a public order offence in May 2021 following disruption 

at a McDonald’s restaurant. 

40. I enclose at pages 182-184 of NT2 an article from Planet Radio that indicates that the 

Respondent occupied a private farm in May 2023. 

The Respondent’s disruption at the Epsom Derby 

41. There is now shown to me marked ‘NT3’ a USB memory stick containing the following 

digital files: 

41.1 BBC Radio Surrey Interview with the Respondent on 2 June 2023 (“Recording 1”);  

41.2 A side-by-side video showing the start and end of the 2023 Derby (“Recording 2”);  

41.3 Police Officer body worn video footage showing the removal of the Respondent from 
the Racecourse (“Recording 3”);  

41.4 Video obtained from the Twitter account of Animal Rising showing the removal of the 
Respondent from the Racecourse (“Recording 4”); and 

41.5 Video obtained from the Daily Mail showing the removal of the Respondent from the 
Racecourse (“Recording 5”). 

2 Merseyside Police have said that National sporting events did not cover the Derby; however, the Claimant does not 
agree with Merseyside Police’s definition, and considers that the Derby is unequivocally a National sporting event.  
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42. On 2 June 2023 the Respondent was interviewed on BBC Radio Surrey. He was 

asked “There is an injunction to prevent a repeat of what happened at the Grand 

National.  So are your plans still going to go ahead?”. The Respondent replied “Yes, 

so after the Grand, yes, so after the Grand National, people left crying and the whole 

country was shocked and really they lost the argument and now they’ve brought out 

some private laws, which are quite concerning, the use of injunctions, but yes the 

protest will still be going ahead, yes.” He also added, “some people will be, putting 

their bodies, getting on the tracks and disrupting the race and y’know maybe delaying 

it for a bit…” and when asked whether the action would be happening during or in 

between races, he said “no-one’s going to be running in front of horses who are 

running no.” The transcript is enclosed at pages 164-165 of NT2. 

43. Immediately prior to the start of the 2023 Derby, I was standing on a balcony of a top 

floor box on the Queen Elizabeth II Stand. I could see the start of the race clearly from 

there by looking across the course to the start and I was using binoculars to do so. I 

observed the horses start the race and cover the first few yards. I would not be able to 

say how far they were into the race exactly, when my attention was taken by a 

movement that I saw out of the corner of my eye on the home straight just below the 

Queen Elizabeth II stand, but slightly to my left around the half furlong to go (i.e., 

100m from the finish) marker sign. A male ran onto the track, into the middle and was 

swiftly apprehended by police and stewards. I observed his passage onto the Race 

Track, into the middle and he started to run down the hill towards the finish but his 

progress was soon curtailed. He was swiftly removed from the track and carried back 

into the area behind the rails, from where he had come. 

44. I refer the court to Recording 2 in NT3, a side-by-side video showing the start of the 

2023 Derby on the left-hand side, with video of the final straight on the right-hand side. 

As the video shows, at around 13:32:23:119 the gates are opened, and the horses 

begin their race. At around 13:32:25:02 the Respondent can be seen on the right-hand 

screen entering the Race Track. At approximately 13:32:38:18 the Respondent is 

apprehended by police and security staff in the middle of the Race Track. At this point, 

the horses are around the 11 furlong marker, which is 1 furlong (approximately 200 

metres) into the race. The Respondent is finally removed from the Race Track at 

approximately 13:32:49:08, some 26 seconds or so after the 2023 Derby had begun. 

At this point, the horses have reached the top of the Hill, which is approximately 1000 

metres from the start and 1400 metres from the finish line. 
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45. I refer the court to enclosure 29 of NT2 at pages 185-189 showing the Respondent on 

the Race Track and being removed from it. 

46. I refer the court to enclosure 30 of NT2 at pages 190-192 being the witness statement 

of PC Katherine Stevens dated 7 June 2023. PC Stevens was on duty at the Derby 

Festival. She states, inter alia: 

46.1 “At approximately 1333 HRS I have been stood between the main public barrier and 
the track lining barrier… 

46.2 Members of public began approaching the public barrier so they could get a better 
view of the race track. The loud speaker has then announced that the main race has 
started. I was not aware of the exact timing that the race had started but the cheering 
of the public had started and the race was being shown on large screens in the 
LONSDALE Enclosure so it was clear that the race had started…  

46.3 I was closely watching members of public and facing away from the race track in order 
to get the best view of persons attempting to climb over the barrier. I have then heard 
shouting of “ON TRACK”. As I have turned round I have seen a male I now know to be 
a Ben NEWMAN running from the Grandstand side of the race track into the middle of 
the live racing track. I was incredibly concerned as the main Derby race had started 
and horses would be coming towards NEWMAN at high speeds. I was aware that the 
main Derby race is a longer race so I knew that I had enough time to get onto the 
track and attempt to get NEWMAN off the track for his safety. He seemed to be 
smiling as he ran and I do not believe he had any care for his own safety, the horses 
who would be coming towards him or the jockeys riding the horses. I have seen that 
he has attempted to dodge a steward and has successfully done this and kept 
running. It was clear that NEWMAN was not aware of his own personal safety and the 
risk he was putting on those trying to get him off the course. Due to a concern for his 
safety I have run onto the main track during the live track. I have seen my colleague 
PC 40632 HODGKINS standing in the middle of the track and have seen him manage 
to rugby tackle NEWMAN to the ground where a race course steward has joined him. 
This was during the live race and I believe it was near the 1/2 furlong marker. I have 
immediately run towards my colleagues PC 40632 HODGKINS, the steward and 
NEWMAN who was detained on the floor. I have started shouting “GET HIM OFF THE 
TRACK. HORSES ARE COMING” as I could hear my colleague PC 40632 
HODGKINS stating he was going to handcuff NEWMAN. I had real concerns for the 
safety of everyone dealing with NEWMAN and the risk he had put on himself, my 
colleagues and the racecourse steward.  

46.4 I have then assisted with carrying NEWMAN off towards the LONDSDALE Enclosure 
side as I knew that prisoner transport vans had been sat up on standby at the 
entrance to the enclosure…  

46.5 I have been holding NEWMAN’s leg as he had refused to walk off the track by himself. 
He was a heavy weight and had gone all floppy. We have carried NEWMAN towards a 
gate exit through the public into the LONSDALE Enclosure. Members of the public 
were shouting and swearing at NEWMAN and we managed to clear a way through to 
keep NEWMAN safe from the public. The stewards attempted to help us with this. I 
have been saying “GET BACK GET BACK” to the public who have been booing. 
During this I have heard the racehorses come galloping past and they were clearly at 
maximum speed due to being near the finish line. We have walked NEWMAN towards 
the prisoner transport unit and stood him next to the van in a sterile area. NEWMAN 
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has tried to get onto the van and I have asked him to stay outside until we had 
searched him. I had concerns that he may have items on him which may be used for 
locking on or glue items for sticking himself to the van. NEWMAN has given me his 
details and also to PC 2511 AINSWORTH.” 

47. I refer the court to enclosure 31 of NT2 at pages 193-195 being the witness statement 

of PC Mark Hodgkins dated 3 June 2023. PC Hodgkins was also on duty at the Derby 

Festival and states, inter alia: 

47.1 “At approximately 13:35 hours the main derby [sic] race (THE BETFRED DERBY) 
started and the horses began racing down the back end of the track. I knew this due to 
the big screen opposite the GRANDSTAND showing the race live and the crowd noise 
from people cheering. 

47.2 A short while into the race I could hear a lot of the crowd shouting and booing. I looked 
down the track towards ‘TATTENHAM CORNER’ (last corner before the home straight 
to the finish line) and could see a male (NEWMAN) in the middle of the track running 
down towards the finish line being chased by a steward. 

47.3 I now know this male to be BEN NEWMAN (32). NEWMAN was running away from 
stewards down the track towards the finish line in front of the main ‘GRAN[D]STAND’ 
and the ’TATTE[N]HAM MQ’ area. Due to the race being on and the risk of horses 
coming down the home straight at any moment I decided to enter the race track to 
remove NEWMAN. I ran towards NEWMAN who was still running away from stewards 
and I tackled him to the floor to prevent his escape. 

47.4 At 13:36 hours I said to NEWMAN ‘YOU ARE UNDER ARREST ON SUSPICION OF 
CAUSING A PUBLIC NUISANCE’. A colleague has then joined and shouted ‘QUICK 
WE NEED TO GET OFF THE TRACK THE HORSES ARE COMING’. Along with 
other police colleagues we have dragged NEWMAN off of the track. Whilst at the side 
of the track NEWMAN was restrained on the floor. I have then applied handcuffs to 
him in the rear stack position, double locking and checking for tightness. 

47.5 We kept NEWMAN restrained at the side of the race track on the grass till all of the 
horses raced passed us towards the finish line. 

47.6 It was evident to me that NEWMAN’s actions created a serious risk to the horses, the 
jockeys, myself and other colleagues working at the event who had to enter the live 
race track. NEWMAN’s actions also caused significant distress and annoyance to the 
thousands of members of the public in attendance at the event. When I had tackled 
NEWMAN to the floor and my female colleague shouted at me that the horses were 
travelling down the home straight we were on I suddenly realised the severity of the 
situation. I was in genuine fear for my safety at the thought of 10+ horses travelling 
directly towards us (near the finish line) at around 40 mph. I was really scared that I 
was going to be seriously injured by the on coming horse[s], I [am] extr[e]mely grateful 
that other officers arrived so we were able to get NEWMAN off of the track before the 
horses came racing down.” 

48. The video evidence, photographic evidence and statements from the attending police 

officers speak for themselves. It is clear that the Respondent’s actions were deliberate 

and dangerous. 
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The Respondent’s subsequent charge, refusal of application for bail and guilty plea 

49. The Respondent was arrested immediately after being apprehended by the Police. He 

was subsequently interviewed, charged, and remanded to prison. His charge sheet 

(MG04) enclosed at pages 196-197 of NT2 states the Respondent’s charge: 

49.1 “(1) Intentionally / recklessly cause a public nuisance 2023/06/03 -- on 03/06/2023 at 
Epsom in the county of surrey, without reasonable excuse, did an act, namely entered 
a horse racing track intending to cause disruption to the racing programme, and that 
created a risk or caused serious harm by serious annoyance to the public or a section 
of the public intending or being reckless that it would have such a consequence. 

49.2 'Contrary to section 78(1) and (4) of the Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Act 
2022.'” 

50. At his initial hearing in front of magistrates at Guildford Magistrates Court on 5 June 

2023 the Respondent requested a Crown Court trial and indicated an intention to 

plead not guilty. He was refused bail and remanded to prison.  

51. On 7 July 2023 the Respondent indicated a guilty plea and was given a sentence 

including 18 weeks imprisonment (suspended for 2 years), 80 hours of unpaid work, 

and a costs order of £1,356. 

The Respondent’s actions constituted a breach of the Order 

The Respondent as party to the Order 

52. The Order binds 7 categories of ‘persons unknown’ defendants. Anyone who comes 

within one or more of these categories is bound by the terms of the Order and must 

not breach it. 

53. By entering the Race Track, the Respondent fell within the definition of the Second, 

and Sixth Defendants being: 

53.1 “Persons unknown entering the area described below as the “Race Track” on the day 

of a “Racing Fixture” except at “Crossing Points” and with “Authorisation”, as 

described below”; and

53.2 “Persons unknown intentionally obstructing the “Horse Races”, as described below.” 

54. I understand from the Claimant’s solicitors that the Respondent is already a party to 

the proceedings (albeit not yet identified by name), as he is a member of the 

categories of persons identified as the Second or Sixth Defendants. In the interests of 
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transparency, the Applicant has made a concurrent application to name the 

Respondent in proceedings.  

The Respondent’s breach of the Order 

55. Paragraph 2 of the Order states amongst other things that on Derby Day on 3 June 

2023 the Defendants must not: 

55.1 “(1) Enter the Race Track, except at authorised Crossing Points; or

55.2 (6) Intentionally obstruct the Horse Races. 

56. During the 2023 Derby, the Respondent entered the Race Track at a place that was 

not at an authorised Crossing Point. This is clearly evidenced by the photographic, 

video, and press evidence referenced above. Indeed, the Respondent has accepted 

that he entered the Race Track by entering a guilty plea to the offence of public 

nuisance.  As such, the Respondent breached paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (1) of the 

Order. 

57. Further, by entering the Race Track around the time of the 2023 Derby, it is clear that 

there was an intention by the Respondent to obstruct the Horse Races (the definition 

of which includes the 2023 Derby) and therefore he has also breached paragraph 2, 

sub-paragraph (6) of the Order.  There is no other explanation for the actions of the 

Respondent. Indeed, the stated intention of Animal Rising around the Derby Festival 

was to disrupt (see paragraphs 10-12 of my first witness statement (IA pages 32-33)) 

and the Respondent confirmed that disruptive action would be taken in the BBC 

Surrey radio interview as noted above.  

57.1 The geography of the Race Track means that it is not always possible to see the 

horses from all places (see pages 5-7 of my witness statement at IA pages 34-36). 

This works two ways in that the jockeys cannot see if anyone is on the Race Track at 

all points. This makes the actions of the Respondent particularly dangerous. Around 

110 years ago Emily Davison died when she entered the Race Track at Tattenham 

Corner, which is a blind corner, (see page 7 of my witness statement at IA page 36).  

57.2 It took the actions of at least 3 police officers and 3 stewards to remove the 

Respondent from the Race Track. If any of them had suffered an injury or if they had 

not been able to apprehend the Respondent promptly, then there was a real chance 

that people would have been on the course as the horses approached them. This 

could have led to loss of life.  
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57.3 Should further people (for example, members of the public) have entered the Race 

Track, either to assist the stewards and the Police, or in support of the Respondent 

then the danger to life would have been greater. 

57.4 PC Hodgkinson has described that the Respondent’s actions created a serious risk to 

the horses, the jockeys, himself and other colleagues working at the event who had to 

enter the live Race Track. He also describes that he was in genuine fear for his safety 

and was scared that he was going to be seriously injured, see page 195 of NT2. 

57.5 PC Stevens has stated that she does not believe that the Respondent had any 

concern for his own safety, the safety of the horses and jockeys, or the safety of those 

who were trying to remove him off the Racecourse. PC Stevens was concerned for the 

safety of the individuals who were dealing with the Respondent and the high risk 

situation that the Respondent had created, see page 191 of NT2. 

58. The Respondent’s actions speak for themselves. They were undoubtedly dangerous. 

As is set out above, the Respondent had previously entered the track at the Grand 

National at Aintree. He therefore must have known of the dangers of doing so at the 

Epsom Derby.  

Additional requirements of CPR 81.4 (2) not already addressed 

59. I confirm the following, which are the outstanding requirements of CPR 81.4 (2) that 

have not already been addressed in this affidavit: 

59.1 The Respondent has the right to be legally represented in the contempt proceedings; 

59.2 The Respondent is entitled to a reasonable opportunity to obtain legal representation 

and to apply for legal aid which may be available without any means test; 

59.3 The Respondent may be entitled to the services of an interpreter; 

59.4 The Respondent is entitled to a reasonable time to prepare for the hearing; 

59.5 The Respondent is entitled but not obliged to give written and oral evidence in their 

defence; 

59.6 The Respondent has the right to remain silent and to decline to answer any question 

the answer to which may incriminate the Respondent; 
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(whether or not they attend) will only find the Respondent in contempt if satisfied 

beyond reasonable doubt of the facts constituting contempt and that they do constitute 

contempt; 

59.8 If the Court is satisfied that the Respondent has committed a contempt, the Court may 

punish the Respondent by a fine, imprisonment, confiscation of assets or other 

punishment under the law; 

59.9 If the Respondent admits the contempt and wishes to apologise to the Court, that is 

likely to reduce the seriousness of any punishment by the Court; 

59.10 The Court's findings will be provided in writing as soon as practicable after the 

hearing; and 

59.11 The Court will sit in public, unless and to the extent that the Court orders otherwise, 

and that its findings will be made public. 

Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this affidavit are true. I understand that proceedings for 

contempt of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or causes to be made, a false 

statement in a document verified by a statement of truth without an honest belief in its truth. 

Signed:  

NEVIN TRUESDALE 

Dated: 

Sworn at: 

On: 

Before me: 

Signed:  

Name:  

IC7 CH00/41466 fril(11( (C-4,19(yv ('(1? 
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Commissioner for Oaths %aside House, 107 
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Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this affidavit are true. I understand that proceedings for contempt 

of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or causes to be made, a false statement in 

a document verified by a statement of truth without an honest belief in its truth. 

Signed   

NEVIN TRUESDALE 

Dated:    

Sworn at  

On  

Before me: 

Signed………………………………………………. 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE 
THE BUSINESS AND PROPERTY 
COURTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
CHANCERY DIVISION 
 
BETWEEN: 

 Case No. [BL-2023-000713] 
 

JOCKEY CLUB RACECOURSES LIMITED 
Claimant/Applicant 

and 
 

(1) DANIEL FRANK PETER KIDBY 
(2) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING THE AREA DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT 

ORDER AS THE "RACE TRACK" ON THE DAY OF A "RACING FIXTURE", 
EXCEPT AT "CROSSING POINTS" WITH "AUTHORISATION", AS 

DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER 
(3) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING AND/OR REMAINING ON ANY 
"CROSSING POINTS" WITHOUT "AUTHORISATION" ON THE DAY OF A 

"RACING FIXTURE", AS DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER 
(4) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING THE AREA DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT 

ORDER AS THE "PARADE RING" WITHOUT "AUTHORISATION" ON THE 
DAY OF A "RACING FIXTURE", AS DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER 

(5) PERSONS UNKNOWN ENTERING AND/OR REMAINING ON ANY PART OF 
THE AREAS DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER AS THE "HORSES' ROUTE 

TO THE PARADE RING" AND/OR THE "HORSES' ROUTE TO THE RACE 
TRACK" WITHOUT "AUTHORISATION" ON THE DAY OF A "RACING 

FIXTURE", AS DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER 
(6) PERSONS UNKNOWN INTENTIONALLY OBSTRUCTING THE "HORSE 

RACES", AS DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER 
(7) PERSONS UNKNOWN INTENTIONALLY CAUSING ANY OBJECT TO 

ENTER ONTO AND/OR REMAIN ON THE "RACE TRACK" WITHOUT 
"AUTHORISATION" ON THE DAY OF A "RACING FIXTURE", AS 

DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER 
(8) PERSONS UNKNOWN INTENTIONALLY ENDANGERING ANY PERSON AT 

THE LOCATION DESCRIBED IN THE DRAFT ORDER AS THE "EPSOM 
RACECOURSE" ON THE DAY OF A "RACING FIXTURE", AS DESCRIBED IN 

THE DRAFT ORDER 
 

Defendants/Respondents 
 

 THE APPLICANT’S SKELETON ARGUMENT 
FOR THE APPLICATION HEARING 

Listed at 10:30am on 26 May 2023 
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Suggested pre-reading (with a time estimate of 1 hour): (1) the Applicant’s skeleton argument, 
(2) the draft Order and Plan, (3) the witness statements of Nevin Truesdale, Amy Starkey, 

Dickon White, Simon Knapp, and Julian Diaz-Rainey. 

References in the format [DB/*] are to page numbers in the Documents Bundle, and [AB/*] to 
page numbers in the Authorities Bundle, provided by the Applicant.  

References in the format e.g. [Truesdale (D/B*) §*] are to the witness statement of the named 
individual, the first page of the witness statement in the Documents Bundle, and the relevant 

paragraph. 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. This is an application for an interim quia timet injunction to restrain one known and 

other unknown persons from disrupting horse races at Epsom Racecourse (“the 

Application”). The injunction is sought, in particular, to restrain protesters from 

disrupting the Oaks meeting on 2 June and the Epsom Derby meeting on 3 June 2023.  

2. The terms of the injunction sought are set out in the draft Order [DB/14]. These intend 

to prevent protesters from trespassing on various parts of the Applicant’s land and/or 

unlawfully interfering with the Applicant’s statutory right to hold racing fixtures (as 

set out in Section B below).  

3. Attached to the draft Order is a set of aerial photographs identifying the areas of the 

Epsom Racecourse the Applicant seeks to protect (“the Plan”; also at [DB/57-62]).  

4. The Applicant is the largest commercial horseracing organisation in the UK. It is the 

freehold owner of the Epsom Downs, and of the Epsom Racecourse (marked with a 

red line on the Plan) [Truesdale (DB/30) §7-8, 18] [DB/56]. 

5. Daniel Frank Peter Kidby (“R1”) describes himself as the co-founder of Animal Rising, 

a collective of individuals with a shared purpose said to be focused on animal welfare 

(“AR”) [Truesdale (DB/30) §10] [DB/173]. AR is believed to have some 1,000 active 

participants [DB/46]. It is clear that R1, together with AR, disrupted the races at the 

Grand National on 15 April 2023. AR has publicly shared its plans to disrupt the 
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forthcoming Epsom Derby, with a wider programme of “mass trespass onto animal 

racing events” [White (DB/188) §§19-27] [Truesdale (DB/30) §§38-41] [DB/115-118]. 

6. The Applicant knows that individuals affiliated with AR are intending to trespass on 

the racetrack and/or otherwise disrupt the races at the Epsom Derby, but other than 

R1, does not know the identities of the individuals intending or actively considering 

whether to do so. For this reason, the Application is brought against Persons 

Unknown (“Rs 2 to 8”). 

B. LEGAL BACKGROUND  

i. Injunctions against Persons Unknown 

7. The Court of Appeal in Ineos Upstream Ltd v Persons Unknown [2019] 4 WLR 100 

established that an injunction may be granted against persons unknown who are not 

currently in existence but will come into existence when they commit the prohibited 

act (§30) [AB/67]. Such persons are “Newcomers”, against whom both interim and 

final injunctions may be ordered (Barking and Dagenham v Persons Unknown [2023] QB 

295, §§7, 123 [AB/157]).1  

8. The Court of Appeal provided guidance on interim relief against persons unknown 

at §82 of Canada Goose UK Retail Limited v Persons Unknown [2020] 1 WLR 2802 

[AB/79]:2 

“(1) The "persons unknown" defendants in the claim form are, by definition, people who 
have not been identified at the time of the commencement of the proceedings. If they are 
known and have been identified, they must be joined as individual defendants to the 
proceedings. The "persons unknown" defendants must be people who have not been 
identified but are capable of being identified and served with the proceedings, if necessary 

 
1  Injunctions may also be granted against (i) anonymous defendants who are identifiable but whose 

names are unknown (e.g. squatters, identifiable by location if not name), and (ii) anonymous 
defendants who cannot be identified (e.g. hit and run drivers) (Cameron v Liverpool Victoria 

Insurance Co Ltd (Motor Insurers’ Bureau Intervening) [2019] 1 WLR 1471 at §13, per Lord Sumption).  
2  The principles at §82 remain good law. The Court of Appeal in Barking and Dagenham (§§97-100) 

refused to follow parts of the Court of Appeal’s reasoning in Canada Goose (§§89-92), but not this 

paragraph.  
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by alternative service such as can reasonably be expected to bring the proceedings to their 
attention. In principle, such persons include both anonymous defendants who are 
identifiable at the time the proceedings commence but whose names are unknown and also 
Newcomers, that is to say people who in the future will join the protest and fall within the 
description of the "persons unknown". 

(2) The "persons unknown" must be defined in the originating process by reference to their 
conduct which is alleged to be unlawful. 

(3) Interim injunctive relief may only be granted if there is a sufficiently real and imminent 
risk of a tort being committed to justify quia timet relief. 

(4) As in the case of the originating process itself, the defendants subject to the interim 
injunction must be individually named if known and identified or, if not and described as 
"persons unknown", must be capable of being identified and served with the order, if 
necessary by alternative service, the method of which must be set out in the order. 

(5) The prohibited acts must correspond to the threatened tort. They may include lawful 
conduct if, and only to the extent that, there is no other proportionate means of protecting 
the claimant's rights. 

(6) The terms of the injunction must be sufficiently clear and precise as to enable persons 
potentially affected to know what they must not do. The prohibited acts must not, therefore, 
be described in terms of a legal cause of action, such as trespass or harassment or nuisance. 
They may be defined by reference to the defendant's intention if that is strictly necessary 
to correspond to the threatened tort and done in non-technical language which a defendant 
is capable of understanding and the intention is capable of proof without undue complexity. 
It is better practice, however, to formulate the injunction without reference to intention if 
the prohibited tortious act can be described in ordinary language without doing so. 

(7) The interim injunction should have clear geographical and temporal limits. It must be 
time limited because it is an interim and not a final injunction.”  

ii. Quia timet injunctions 

9. Injunctions may be granted to prevent threatened or apprehended acts if the court is 

satisfied that the risk of an infringement of the applicant’s rights causing irreparable 

harm is “imminent and real”. “Real” means that “there is a real probability that in time the 

activities of the [respondent] will result in actual damage” to the applicant’s interests; 

“imminent” means “that the injunction must not be granted prematurely” (Hooper v Rogers 

[1975] Ch 43, pp.49-50 [AB/3]). 
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iii. The test for granting an injunction  

10. The court will be familiar with s. 37 of the Senior Courts Act 1981, which provides that 

it may grant an injunction where it is “just and convenient to do so.” This requires that 

the claimant have an interest which merits protection, and a legal or equitable 

principle which justifies protecting that interest by ordering the defendant not to do 

something (Re G (Court of Protection: Injunction) [2022] 3 WLR 1339, §55)3. 

11. The test for an interim injunction under CPR 25.1(1)(a), is usually that stated in 

American Cyanamid Co v Ethicon Ltd [1975] AC 396: involving consideration of whether 

there is a serious question to be tried, the adequacy of damages for either party, and 

the balance of convenience. 

12. The first part of that test (“serious question to be tried”) is modified in cases in which the 

court is considering “whether to grant any relief which, if granted, might affect the exercise 

of the Convention right to freedom of expression” (s. 12 of the Human Rights Act 1998 

(“HRA”) [AB/213]). The court must then be satisfied that the applicant is “likely to 

establish”, at trial, that the act in question should not be allowed (s. 12(3) HRA).  

13. “Likely” here simply means “more likely than not,” although a “lesser degree of likelihood 

will suffice” where the potential adverse consequences of the apprehended act are 

particularly grave (Cream Holdings v Banerjee [2005] 1 AC 253, §22 [AB/13]). 

14. If the respondent is neither present nor represented, the court must also be satisfied 

“(a) that the applicant has taken all practicable steps to notify the respondent; or (b) that there 

are compelling reasons why the respondent should not be notified” (s. 12(2) HRA). 

iv. Trespass  

15. Trespass to land consists of “any unjustifiable intrusion by one person upon land in the 

possession of another”, which is “actionable without proof of damage” (Clerk & Lindsell on 

 
3  Baker LJ, giving the judgment of the Court of Appeal and considering the judgment of Lord Leggatt 

in Convoy Collateral Ltd v Broad Idea International Ltd [2022] 2 WLR 703 (“Broad Idea”).  
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Torts (23rd Ed.) §§18-01, 18-08 [AB/257]). One who has a right of entry upon another’s 

land and acts in excess of that right, also commits trespass (Cambridge City Council v 

Traditional Cambridge Tours Ltd [2018] LLR 458 [AB/47]).  

v. Rights in the land on the Epsom Downs and rights of access thereto 

16. Members of the public are granted limited rights of access over the Epsom Downs 

under the Epsom and Walton Downs Regulation Act 1984 Act (“the Act”) [AB/215], 

and in accordance with the Byelaws made by The Epsom & Walton Downs 

Conservators on 18 October 2005 (“the Byelaws”) [AB/249].4  

17. Section 4 of the Act grants the public the “right of access for air and exercise on foot over 

the Downs”. It clearly states, however, that “nothing in this section shall authorise any 

interference with … any … rights conferred upon the Company … by this Act.”  

18. It is the Applicant’s right (as “The Company” under the Act) to hold and conduct horse 

races at “Authorised Meetings” on the Epsom Downs on up to 16 days in a year (more 

commonly referred to as “Racing Fixtures”: s. 14).  

19. Section 17 of the Act provides that the Applicant may hold Racing Fixtures 

“notwithstanding anything contained in this Act or in any byelaws made under this Act”. 

Pursuant to s. 17, the Applicant may: 

(1) On the day of a Racing Fixture, control access over the Downs to a broad area of 

land encompassing the Epsom Racecourse (“the Relevant Area”)5, and to the 

paddock, more commonly known as the “Parade Ring” (s. 17(3)); 

 
4  The Conservators were incorporated under the Epsom and Walton Downs Regulation Act 1936 

with powers to regulate, preserve and control the Epsom and Walton Downs. The 1936 Act was 
repealed but the Conservators’ powers retained. The Applicant is a Conservator, holding 3 of 10 

places [Truesdale (DB/30) §19]. 
5  The Relevant Area is referred to in the Act and the Byelaws as the “Race Course”, by reference to 

markings on a “deposited map” produced with the legislation. This should not be confused with 
the area constituting the “Epsom Racecourse”, marked within the red line on the Plan. For these 

purposes, it is sufficient to note that the Relevant Area includes the Epsom Racecourse.   
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(2) On all days, exclude members of the public from walking on the Relevant Area 

except on at least seven crossing places, and on the day of a Racing Fixture, 

exclude members of the public from said crossing places as well (save that in the 

three days prior to a Racing Fixture, the Applicant must maintain a passage of 1-

2 metres across the northern part of the Relevant Area: ss. 17(5)(a), 17(16)).6  

(3) On the day of a Racing Fixture, exclude members of the public from the Relevant 

Area, subject to the payment of a charge as the Applicant sees fit (s. 17(1)(b)). 

20. The Byelaws, made pursuant to s. 11 of the Act, provide that: 

(1) Without the consent of the Conservators, a person may not walk on the Relevant 

Area except at the crossing places identified in s. 17(5)(a) of the Act (s. 2(1)(j)); 

(2) No person shall “intentionally obstruct, endanger or give reasonable cause for 

annoyance to any other person in the proper use of the Downs” (s. 2(2)(e).  

21. “Proper use of the Downs” for the purpose of s. 2(2)(e) of the Byelaws necessarily 

includes the Applicant’s right to hold Racing Fixtures under ss. 14 and 17 of the Act. 

In accordance with ss. 4, 14, 17 of the Act and s. 2(2)(e) of the Byelaws, therefore, the 

Applicant has a clear legal right to hold Racing Fixtures without interference, 

intentional obstruction or danger intentionally caused to any person on the Downs. 

22. A breach of the Byelaws is a criminal offence, punishable by a fine of up to £500 (s. 

20). A police officer or servant of the Conservators may also in certain circumstances, 

and after due warning, remove from the Downs individuals considered to have 

breached the Byelaws (s. 18). 

 
6  The crossing places across the Downs referenced in the Act should not be confused with the 

“Crossing Points” which traverse the Race Track itself, marked with blue lines on the Plan.  
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vi. The parties’ Convention rights 

23. The right to engage in public protest is, of course, protected by Articles 10 and 11 of 

the European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”). However, these rights to 

freedom of expression and peaceful assembly are qualified. Under Articles 10(2) and 

11(2), they may be subject to restrictions “as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a 

democratic society, in the interests of … public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, 

… for the protection of the reputation or rights of others.” In determining the necessity of 

a restriction in a democratic society, the court “must assess the proportionality of the 

interference with the aim pursued” (Cuadrilla Bowland Limited & Ors v Persons Unknown 

[2020] 4 WLR 29, §41 [AB/105]). 

24. The Court of Appeal stated in Ineos that “[t]he citizen's right of protest is not to be 

diminished by advance fear of committal except in the clearest of cases, of which trespass is 

perhaps the best example” (§42) [AB/67]. Indeed, the object of the law of trespass “is to 

protect property rights in accordance with [Article 1 of Protocol 1 of the ECHR]” (“A1P1”) 

(DPP v Cuciurean [2022] QB 888, §46 [AB/127]). The court must balance the 

Applicant’s Convention rights with those of the Respondents.  

25. There is also an important distinction “between protests which cause disruption as an 

inevitable side-effect and protests which are deliberately intended to cause disruption, for 

example by impeding activities of which the protesters disapprove” (Cuadrilla §§42-43 

[AB/105]). Deliberately disruptive protests are not at the core of the Article 11 

freedoms (although they may fall within its scope), and restrictions in respect of such 

protests “may much more readily be justified” (Cuadrilla §§43-447 [AB/105]).   

C. THE ORDER SOUGHT  

26. The Applicant seeks the minimum restrictions necessary to ensure that the races on 

2 and 3 June can go ahead safely. The terms at subparagraphs 2(1)-(5) of the draft 

 
7  Citing the Strasbourg jurisprudence, and particularly, Kudrevičius v Lithuania (2016) 62 E.H.R.R. 34, 

§97.  
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Order seek to prevent trespass on the areas of the Epsom Racecourse which require 

protection for this purpose, namely: (i) the Race Track, (ii) the Parade Ring, (iii) the 

Horses’ Route to the Parade Ring, and (iv) the Horses’ Route to the Race Track, as 

described at paragraph 1 of the draft Order, by reference to the Plan (“the Protected 

Areas”) [DB/14-24]. 

27. The routes referenced at points (iii) and (iv) are open to the public until such time as 

the horses are led out. At that point, the parts of the pathways which are not fenced 

off are closed by stewards holding rope (as can be seen in the fourth photograph in 

the Plan). At that point, no spectators are authorised to be on the pathways, for the 

protection of the horses and spectators alike [Truesdale (DB/30) §§22-23]. 

28. Subparagraphs 2(6)-(8) of the draft Order seek to protect the Applicant’s right under 

the Act, in accordance with the Byelaws, to hold Race Meetings without interference, 

intentional obstruction, or danger intentionally caused to individuals on the Downs. 

D. WHY THE INJUCNTION SHOULD BE GRANTED  

i. There is an imminent and real risk of irreparable harm. 

29. On the evidence before the Court, there is a very clear imminent and real probability 

of actual damage to the Applicant’s interests if injunctive relief is not obtained, and 

in particular that AR will attempt to access the Protected Areas and disrupt the races 

on 2 and 3 June 2023. AR told the Applicant on 19 May 2023: “[W]e are unwavering in 

our intention to stop the race by getting onto the race course using non-violent means, no 

matter the sacrifice we make to our personal liberty and comfort” [DB/179]. AR is actively 

recruiting individuals through its website to “Join us on the tracks of the Epsom Derby!” 

[Truesdale (DB/30) §49.1] [DB/53].  

30. The high probability of AR following through with its plans is demonstrated by AR’s 

disruption of the recent Grand National at Aintree Racecourse on 15 April 2023. Some 

100 protesters scaled the perimeter fence to the racecourse (with ladders and plastic 
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sheeting to protect themselves from barbed wire) and ran onto the racetrack. Three 

protesters, who the Applicant believes included R1, ran on to the racetrack having 

accessed the event with tickets [White (DB/188) §26] [Truesdale (DB/30) §41]. It is 

understood that the protesters intended to glue themselves to the horse jumps 

[White (DB/188) §§24, 27] [DB/73-101, 197-202].8 The race was delayed by 

approximately 15 minutes, and the police made 118 arrests [White (DB/188) §31] 

[DB/46].9  

31. The high probability of the planned disruptions occurring poses a real probability of 

significant and irreparable damage to the Applicant’s interests. A delayed race is not 

a mere inconvenience: it is deeply damaging to the reputation of the race, and to the 

Applicant’s relationships with sponsors, patrons, broadcasters and others 

[Truesdale (DB/30) §§62-67]. 

32. There is also a real issue with safety, of both horses and humans.  The trainer of the 

horse which suffered a fatal fall at the Grand National has explained that, in his view, 

the 15-minute delay caused by protesters was a major reason for the three fallen 

horses and five unseated jockeys in that race [White (DB/188) §32.1] [DB/218]. 

Moreover, the horses at the Epsom Derby are younger (3 year old colts), and so both 

less experienced and more excitable than those at the Grand National, and delays 

may agitate or frustrate them causing them to “rear up, kick out, or barge through”, 

posing serious risks to anyone present [Knapp (DB/222) §§8-10]. 

33. Further, the Race Track at Epsom contains blind corners such as Tattenham Corner 

(where the suffragette, Emily Davison, entered the track before she was knocked 

down and fatally injured) [Truesdale (DB/30) §26]. Protesters accessing the tracks, 

 
8  Other tactics involved lying down limp, requiring several police officers to carry one individual 

away, and a slow march around the racecourse perimeter [DB/46]. 
9  AR protesters also ran onto the tracks at the Epsom Derby in 2022 [DB/46], the Scottish Grand 

National at Ayr Racecourse on 22 April 2023, [Truesdale (DB/30) §42] [DB/102-111], and at 

Doncaster Racecourse on 6 May 2023 [DB/112-115]. 
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or security personnel following them, may not be aware if a race is underway or a 

horse is nearby and, as Ms Davison’s fate demonstrates, would be at risk of very 

serious harm.  

34. The Applicant has invited AR to desist from its plans, and offered a location for a 

peaceful protest by AR [Starkey (DB/163) §§20-21]. The Applicant has also 

highlighted the actions it takes to protect the horses’ welfare, and drawn attention to 

criminal offences which may apply to AR’s actions. None of this was sufficient to 

deter AR from its plans to disrupt the Derby, and in the Applicant’s submission, an 

injunction is now a necessary and urgent step. The quia timet test is amply satisfied. 

ii. The Applicant is more likely than not to succeed in obtaining a final injunction  

35. The Applicant is more likely than not to succeed in obtaining a final injunction: (i) 

the Applicant’s proprietary rights merit protection under the law of trespass and 

A1P1, and its statutory rights are entitled to the protection of the Courts; (ii) the 

restrictions on the Respondents’ Convention rights that would ensue from the relief 

sought are justified to protect the Applicants’ said rights and other legitimate aims 

including public safety and order; and (iii) an injunction is just and convenient. 

36. AR’s planned disruptions clearly fall within the second category of protests 

described at paragraph 25 above, which the Court of Appeal (by reference to 

Strasbourg jurisprudence) held are not at the core of Article 11 and may more readily 

be restricted.  

37. There is overwhelming justification for restrictions on AR’s deliberately disruptive 

protests, which are required to protect three of the legitimate aims described under 

Articles 10(2) and 11(2): public safety, the prevention of disorder and crime, and the 

reputation and rights of others. AR’s plans threaten significant risks of injury, mass 

arrests (as at the Grand National), the diversion of police and security resources 
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[White (DB/188) §32.3] and damage to the Applicant’s reputation and legal rights 

[Truesdale (DB/30) §§62-67].  

38. The proposed restrictions are proportionate. The Applicant has offered a dedicated 

space for peaceful protest, and asked members of AR whether there are alternative 

means, other than disrupting the races, by which they consider they can pursue their 

objectives. AR stated that there are not [Starkey (DB/163) §16].  

39. That being so, the Applicant submits that the proposed relief is necessary and 

proportionate, and it would be just and convenient for a final injunction to be granted 

at trial, and for an interim injunction to be granted on this Application.  

iii. The balance of convenience falls in favour of granting an interim injunction  

40. Further to the above, the Applicant submits that the balance of convenience falls 

decisively in favour of granting the interim injunction for the reasons set out below.  

41. The Epsom Derby is a much-loved sporting event10, which has taken place since 1780 

[Truesdale (DB/30) §13]. Approximately 100,000 people attend the Derby, with 

millions watching around the world [Truesdale (DB/30) §17]. The Derby is also 

known as the “People’s Race” as it embraces people from all walks of life, offering 

free access to parts of the event from the Epsom Downs [Truesdale (DB/30) §14]. AR 

should not be allowed deliberately to obstruct the wider public’s legitimate 

enjoyment of the sport. 

42. Animal welfare is at the heart of the sport, which is heavily regulated and attracts 

significant investment [Truesdale (DB/30) §§28-34]. No race runs unless British 

Horseracing Authority (“BHA”) criteria are satisfied, and industry statistics show 

that 99.5% of horses that race finish safely [Truesdale (DB/30) §30]. At the Epsom 

 
10  Queen Elizabeth II was a patron of the Applicant and the Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association, 

and, as is well known, very rarely and reluctantly ever missed a Derby [Truesdale (DB/30) §§7, 

14]. 
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Derby, both the Applicant and BHA provide specialist veterinary teams [Truesdale 

(DB/30) §34].  

43. Finally, the protesters’ actions have a significant financial impact on the Applicant, 

which has been required to spend £150,000 on additional security measures for the 

Epsom Derby, and extensive management time in discussions with various 

stakeholders [Truesdale (DB/30) §§58-60]. These include Surrey Police, which is 

supportive of the Application [Truesdale (DB/30) §60].  

44. Damages are not an adequate remedy for the Applicant, even assuming there was 

any source for payment, which is to say the least improbable.  

iv. All practicable steps have been taken to notify the Respondents  

45. The Applicant has taken all practicable steps to notify the Respondents of the 

Application, as is required by s. 12(2) HRA if the Respondents are not present or 

unrepresented. The relevant steps are set out in Section E below.  

v. Conclusion on the injunction  

46. In light of the submissions above, the Applicant submits that it is just and convenient 

for the court to grant an interim injunction. 

47. It is not clear to the Applicant what damage the Respondents may incur in 

consequence of an order granting the injunction. However, if the court considers it 

necessary for the Applicant to provide a cross-undertaking in damages, the 

Applicant is willing to do so, and has provided its most recent accounts [Truesdale 

(DB/30) §74] [DB/124-162]. 

E. SERVICE 

i. Legal principles 

48. CPR 6.15(1) provides that the Court may make an order permitting service of the 

claim form by an alternative method or at an alternative place, where there is “good 
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reason” to do so. Under CPR 6.15(2), the Court may order that steps already taken to 

bring the claim form to the defendant’s attention by alternative means are good 

service. CPR 6.27 states that CPR 6.15 applies to any document in the proceedings as 

it applies to a claim form. 

49. Whether there is “good reason” is a matter of fact; there need not be exceptional 

circumstances (c.f. CPR 6.16; Abela v Baadarani [2013] 1 WLR 2043, §§33-35 [AB/25]). 

The essential requirement is that the means used should be such as can reasonably 

be expected to bring the proceedings to the respondents’ attention of the defendant 

(Canada Goose §82 [AB/79]: see paragraph 8 above). 

50. Appropriate forms of alternative service may include: (i) exhibiting copies of the 

relevant documents in transparent envelopes around the premises where the protests 

would take place; (ii) advertising and making copies available online; and (iii) 

sending a copy and a press release to news outlets (Canada Goose §50 [AB/79]; 

Cuadrilla §19 [AB/105]). 

51. In respect of the known respondent, Mr Kidby, personal service is required in respect 

of a Court order for the purpose of any later enforcement proceedings under CPR 81, 

but not in respect of the claim form or other documents. A claim form can be served 

on an individual by leaving it at his/her last known address (CPR 6.3(c), 6.9).  

52. CPR 6.20(c) provides that documents other than the claim form may be left at an 

address specified in CPR 6.23, which states that parties to any proceedings must give 

an address for service, at which address documents may be left.11  

ii. Why permission should be granted 

 
11  The White Book states (§6.23.1): “The former r.6.5(6) anticipated that a party might fail to provide an 

address for service of documents and explained how service should be effected in that circumstance. In relation 
to the service of claim forms, that provision is in effect replicated in r.6.9(2), but it is not replicated in r.6.23.” 
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53. Service must necessarily be effected on unknown respondents by alternative means, 

given that their identities are not known. There is good reason for service by 

alternative means, therefore, and the Applicant has taken all reasonable steps to 

bring the Claim Documents to the attention of Rs 2 to 8, following the steps 

referenced in paragraph 50 above [Diaz-Rainey (DB/227) §§11-15].12 Moreover, AR 

issued a response to the Application on its website at approximately 6.30pm on 22 

May 2023 [Diaz-Rainey (DB/227) §8] [DB/234]. 

54. The Applicant considers that the same steps can reasonably be expected to bring the 

Order to the attention of Rs 2 to 8 if an injunction is granted, and invites the court to 

grant permission for alternative service of the Order to be effected on Rs 2 to 8 by the 

means set out at paragraph 3 of the draft Order.  

55. It was not possible personally to serve the Claim Documents on R1 as the Applicant 

intended; however, personal service is not required by the CPR rules. Insofar as it is 

necessary to do so, the Applicant invites the court to direct that the steps taken - 

leaving copies in R1’s letterbox, and emailing him digital copies - amount to good 

service [Diaz-Rainey (DB/227) §§5-7] [DB/231-232]. The Applicant received a 

notification that R1 had downloaded the documents at 5.24pm on 22 May 2023, and 

the AR’s response on its website was almost entirely a quote attributed to R1 [Diaz-

Rainey (DB/227) §§7-8]. 

F. CONCLUSION  

56. In all the circumstances, the Applicant respectfully invites the court to: (i) grant the 

injunction in the terms set out in the draft Order; (ii) direct that good service of the 

Claim Documents has been effected on each of the Respondents; and (iii) order that 

 
12  The Claim Documents are those defined in the draft Order, namely, the Claim Form, the sealed 

Application Notice and draft Order, the Witness Statements of Mr Truesdale, Ms Starkey, Mr White 

and Mr Knapp, and the exhibits thereto. 
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service of the Order, if the injunction is granted, be effected on Rs 2 to 8 in accordance 

with paragraph 3 of the draft Order.  

ALAN MACLEAN KC 
ANTONIA EKLUND 
Blackstone Chambers 

25 May 2023 
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